
Summing Up of the week
10th-14th October 2016



Monday

 Monday was the first day all the Italian, Finnish, Welsh, and French students met, so we

were very excited and happy to meet each other. We all separated into five groups where

we got to know each other. Then we showed our businesses powerpoint from our

respected countries. After lunch, we all wrote a cover letter together then we filled and

completed our Europass CV's. After this, the Welsh students took a small train around
Catania city and explored its heritage.

 Here's some photos



Monday



Tuesday

On Tuesday we traveled to Taormina and after

arriving, we went to visit the Greek Theatre (Teatro

Greco). After visiting the Theatre, we were free to

visit Taormina to do shopping, after this, we

departed to isola bella beach with the bus, some

of the group went in the cold water, while others

just enjoyed the sun



Tuesday

Nice icecream

Nathan!

All Together!



Wednesday

 The exchange students got in taxis at Stesicoro Square in order to get to the school at 9am.

When we got to the school we had a workshop on graphic design, including how to design

a logo. At 10am, we stopped for half an hour in order to have a coffee break. Then at

10:30am in our colour groups, we had to design a logo that would be suitable for a certain

category, these categories included: shoes, cars, mobile phones, drinks and chocolate

bars. After lunch at 12:45, we all voted on who's logo was the best based on their category.

We enjoyed taking part and learning about brands and logos.



Wednesday

 Foto loghi

Green Group

Blue Group

Red Group

Yellow Group Orange Group



The Winning Logo 



Thursday

 We visited the MOAK coffee factory and Modica town, it was very intresting to 

see the production process for makinking the coffee products.

Very Beautiful photo 

Georgia !



Thursday

 We also visited the city of Modica and its church

In the late afternoon
we went into a 

chocolate shop, and 

we tasted various kind

of chocolate, like

pepper chocolate, 

cinnamon chocolate

and so on



Friday

 Friday was our last day and we were very sad because we had to return to school

 We became friends and we're going to miss each other

We did English 

activities, and learnt a 

little bit more about

the language. We also

did a Kahoot quiz, and 

most of the group 

performed very well. In 

the afternoon we went

to the beach and had

a party to say

goodbye.



Friday

We enjoyed our last 

day here and we're

grateful and glad to 

come again!


